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IN THE CLAIMS:

1. (Currently Amended) A method, comprising:

receiving, in a secure environment in a terminal, via a secure channel

established by an installation part of an application previously stored in said terminal

outside said secure environment , from a server outside said terminal, a first key for

decrypting an encrypted part of said application:

loading said encrypted part of said application from storage outside said

secure environment into said secure environment:

decrypting, in the secure environment, said encrypted part of said application

by means of said first key for execution in said secure environment :

re-encrypting, in said secure environment, the application by means of a

second key; and

storing, outside said secure environment, the re-encrypted part of said

application.

2. (Currently Amended) A method, comprising:

reeemngstoring an enerypted-application outside a secure environment in a

terminal;

receiving, in asaid secure environment in said terminal, via a secure channel

established by an installation part of said application , from a server outside said

terminal, a first key for decrypting sa*4an encrypted part of said application;

loading said encrypted part of said application from storage outside said

secure environment into said secure environment for decryption by said first key and

execution in said secure environment:

encrypting, in said secure environment, said first key by means of a second

key; and

storing, outside said secure environment, the encrypted first key.

3. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 1, the method comprising:
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encrypting, in said secure environment, said first key by means of the second

key; and

storing, outside said secure environment, the encrypted first key.

4. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 1, wherein said second key

is symmetric and can be derived from the application.

5. (Currently Amended) The method according to claim 4, wherein said second key

is comprised in the encrypted part of said application-iteetf.

6. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 4, wherein said second key

is generated in the secure environment using an application seed.

7. (Original) The method according to claim 1 , wherein multiple keys can be

transferred successively on the secure channel into the secure environment, each key

being used to decrypt a corresponding encrypted application in the secure

environment.

8. (Currently Amended) Apparatus, comprising:

a processor: and

a memory including computer program code, the memory and the computer

program code configured to, with the processor, cause the apparatus at least to:

an application including an installation part for rcceiving,receive in a secure

environment of a terminalsaid apparatus , via a secure channel established by an

installation part of an application previously stored in said apparatus outside said

secure environment , from a server outside said torminalapparatus . a first key for

decrypting an encrypted part of said application;

a processor for decrvptingload said encrypted part of said application from

outside said secure environment into said secure environment and decrypt , in the

secure environment, said encrypted part of said application by means of said first

key for execution in said secure environment :
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said processor for re enervptingre-encrvpt , in said secure environment, the

application based on a second key decrypted from said encrypted part of said

apiplication ; and

a memory for storingstore in said apparatus , outside said secure environment,

the re-encrypted application.

9. (Currently Amended) Apparatus, comprising:

a processor; and

a memory including computer program code, the memory and the computer

program code configured to, with the processor, cause the apparatus at least to:

an application including an installation part for receivingreceive , in a secure

environment of a torminalsaid apparatus , via a secure channel established by an

installation part of an application previously stored in said apparatus outside said

secure environment , from a server outside said terrninalapparatus , a first key for

decrypting an encrypted part of said application;

load said encrypted part of said application from storage in said apparatus

outside said secure environment into said secure environment for decryption by said

first key and for execution in said secure environment;

a proce ssor for cncryplingcncryp t, in said secure environment, said first key

by means of a second key; and

said processor for storingstore in a memory of said terrninalapparatus ,

outside said secure environment, the encrypted first key encrypted by the second

key .

10. (Currently Amended) The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein said

processor ismemory and the computer program code are configured to, with the

processor, cause the apparatus to :

for cncrvptin gcncrvpt , in said secure environment, said first key by means of

the second key; and

for storin gstore in said apparatus , outside said secure environment, the

encrypted first key.
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11. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein said second

key is symmetric and can be derived from the application.

12. (Currently Amended) The apparatus according to claim 1 1, wherein said second

key is comprised in the encrypted part of said application-ksetf.

13. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein said second

key is generated in the secure environment using an application seed.

14. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the

apparatus is arranged such that multiple keys can be transferred successively on the

secure channel into the secure environment, each key being used to decrypt a

corresponding encrypted application in the secure environment.

15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 2, wherein said second key is

symmetric and can be derived from the application.

16. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 15, wherein said second key is

comprised in the encrypted part of the application-teetf.

17. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 15, wherein said second key is

generated in the secure environment using an application seed.

18. (Original) The method of claim 2, wherein multiple keys can be transferred

successively on the secure channel into the secure environment, each key being used

to decrypt a corresponding encrypted application in the secure environment.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 9, wherein said second key is

symmetric and can be derived from the application.
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20. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 19, wherein said second key is

comprised in the encrypted part of the application itsel f.

21. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 9, wherein the apparatus is arranged

such that multiple keys can be transferred successively on the secure channel into

the secure environment, each key being used to decrypt a corresponding encrypted

application in the secure environment.

22. (Currently Amended) A terminal device comprising:

a processor; and

a memory including computer program code, the memory and the computer

program code configured to, with the processor, cause the terminal device at least to:

an installation part o fload an encrypted application ,
responsive to into a

secure environment of said terminal device: and

decrypt said encrypted application in said secure environment using a first

key provided over a secure channel from a server external to said terminal device-fef

providing said first key; and

a secure environment, respon sive to said first key from. said installation part

of said application for decrypting an encrypted application in said terminal device

using said first key received over said secure channel from said server external to

said terminal device.

23. (Currently Amended) The terminal device of claim 22, wherein said first key is

encrypted by said server using a seeon4public key belonging to said terminal device

for providing said first key from said server to said terminal device for decryption of

said first key by a private key of said terminal device in said secure environment of

said terminal device .

24. (Currently Amended) An integrated circuit for installation in a terminal

comprising a signal processor and a secure environment, said secure environment

responsive to a first key from a server outside said terminal received over a secure
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channel for decrypting an encrypt ed application within said secure environment an

encrypted application loaded from an insecure environment in said terminal , for

executing said decrypted application within said secure environment and for

encrypting said first key with a second key belonging to said terminal device for

storage in said terminal outside said secure environment so that said first key can be

used again within said secure environment without need for receipt again of said

first key from said server.

25. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 2, further comprising

receiving another encrypted application in the terminal;

loading the encrypted first key from outside said secure environment;

decrypting the encrypted first key with the second key; and

decrypting the other encrypted application with the decrypted first key.

26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 25, further comprising:

re-encrypting the first key by means of the second key; and

storing, outside said secure environment, the encrypted first key.

27. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 9, wherein said installation part is

for receiving another encrypted application in the terminal and wherein said

processor is configuredmemory and the computer program code are configured to,

with the processor, cause the apparatus to:

load the encrypted first key from outside said secure environment;

decrypt the encrypted first key with the second key; and

decrypt the otherwith the decrypted first key another encrypted application

with the decrypted first koyloaded into the secure environment .

28. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 27, wherein said processor is

further configuredmemory and the computer program code are configured to, with

the processor, cause the apparatus to:

re-encrypt the first key by means of the second key; and
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store, outside said secure environment, the encrypted first key.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 7, further comprising:

encrypting, in said secure environment, each of said multiple keys by means

of the second key; and

storing, outside said secure environment, each of the multiple keys encrypted

by the second key.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 29, further comprising:

receiving a plurality of encrypted applications in the terminal and storing

same outside said secure environment;

loading one of said plurality of encrypted applications into the secure

environment;

loading a corresponding one of said plurality of encrypted multiple keys

stored outside said secure environment into said secure environment;

decrypting the corresponding encrypted key by means of the second key; and

decrypting the loaded encrypted application by means of the decrypted

corresponding key.

31. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 14, wherein said processor is

configurcdmemory and the computer program code are configured to, with the

processor, cause the apparatus to:

encrypt, in said secure environment, each of said multiple keys by means of

the second key; and

store, outside said secure environment, each of the multiple keys encrypted

by the second key.

32. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 31, wherein said apparatus is

confiffuredmcmorv and the computer program code are configured to, with the

processor, cause the apparatus to:

receive a plurality of encrypted applications;
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to store same outside said secure environment;

to load a selected one of said plurality of encrypted applications into the

same environment;

load a corresponding one of said plurality of encrypted multiple keys stored

outside said secure environment into said secure environment;

decrypt the corresponding encrypted key by means of the second key; and

decrypt the loaded selected encrypted application by means of the decrypted

corresponding key.
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